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PACKAGE INCLUDES
	 •History
	 •Instructions
	 •Color	and	Label	Sheet
	 •Moon	Match	Game
	 •13	Moons	Booklet

Thirteen Moons
On Turtle’s Back

Instruction Guide
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To keep track of seasonal changes Native people would use the 
turtle’s shell. The moon completes 13 lunar cycles between  
summers. It takes 28 days to go from full moon to full moon  
(one lunar cycle).

There are 13 large scutes or sections found on a turtle’s inner shell.  
Surrounding them are 28 smaller scutes on the outer shell.

The turtle’s shell became the first way of dating event for  
Native people. After each full moon a small scute was counted  
until the next full moon (28 days).  

At the beginning of each moon stories would be told about the 
events that occurred since the last full moon. These stories would 
be passed down from generation to generation.  

Each moon was given a name for an important event that occurred 
during its lunar cycle. Moon names vary from group to group due 
to differences in climate, terrain or important local events.

Brief History

large	moon	scute small	number	scute
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Instructions
The turtle calendar is a simple way of tracking time, while  
keeping closely connected to Mother Earth.  

Place a MONTHLY HEADER above the calendar.

Each moon cycle has 28 days.  
At the start of each moon (in this  
example Elder Moon) a monthly header 
is placed above the turtle, and a moon 
scute is added to the turtle’s back.  
Each day a number scute is placed on 
the turtle’s outer shell until the next 
moon (28 days). 

To start the next moon remove the 28 
number scutes and change the monthly 
header. Leave the current moon piece on 
the turtle’s back and add the next moon 
piece (the goal is to cover the entire 
turtle’s back with moon pieces).  
Begin placing the number scutes each 
day again starting at one. 

Each day read the moon description,  
to remind students what occurs during 
that moon.

large	turtle	calendar
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Color & Label Turtle

Name:____________________________________________
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Moon Match Game
Instructions:

•Mix up and place Ojibwe Moon Cards &  
English Moon Cards on the floor.  

•Sitting in a circle have a child pick up an  
Ojibwe Moon Card and read it.

•Have another child find its English match and  
 read the card.

•Continue until all cards have been matched.

 *You might also have the children find the cards in 
 order beginning with the first moon.
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Create a 13 Moon Booklet for each child. 
Let each child decorate their own cover labeling it, 

“My 13 Moon Booklet”
Children will draw a picture in their moon booklets  
to represent something that takes place during this moon. 
They will label their picture in Ojibwe and English.

Moon	Teachings:
Remember moons differ dependent on the area. The names  
of the moons and the stories that accompany them differ from  
one group to the next. However, all teachings are important  
and are to be respected.

My 13 Moon Booklet
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